Effect of film thickness and laser energy density on the microstructure of a -GaAs films after excimer laser crystallization J. Appl. Phys. 102, 013519 (2007) Laser interference crystallization of amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ thin films, a technique that combines pulsed laser crystallization with holography, enables the fabrication of periodic arrays of polycrystalline silicon ͑poly-Si͒ lines with lateral dimensions between 0.5 and 20 m. The lines consist of grains with well-defined grain boundary locations and lateral dimensions that are appreciably larger than the thickness of the initial a-Si:H film ͑up to 2 m for a 300 nm thick film͒. We investigated the dynamics of the crystallization process by two-dimensional finite element computer simulations of the heat transport and phase transitions during laser crystallization. The theoretical results were compared to: ͑i͒ measurements of the crystallization kinetics, determined by recording the transient changes of the reflectance during laser exposure, and to ͑ii͒ the structural properties of the crystallized films, determined by scanning force and transmission electron microscopy. The simulations indicate that the crystallization front responsible for the large grains propagates laterally from the edges of the molten silicon lines to their centers with a velocity of ϳ14 m/s. A substantial lateral growth only occurs for laser intensities large enough to melt the a-Si film around the center of the lines down to the substrate. Vertical crystallization, which is substantially slower ͑0.5 m/s͒, also participates in the solidification process. Using a transfer matrix approach, we converted the time-dependent phase and temperature distributions generated by the simulation program into values for the reflection and transmission of the film as a function of time during and after the laser exposure. A good agreement between the simulated and measured transient reflection was obtained both in the case of homogeneous crystallization as well as that of laser interference crystallization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pulsed laser crystallization ͑LC͒ of amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ is one of the most promising techniques for the fabrication of silicon based thin film transistors ͑TFTs͒ used in active matrix liquid crystal displays ͑AMLCDs͒. 1 The technique is cost-effective, since it can be used in conjunction with inexpensive, low temperature substrates such as glass or plastic. Conventional, i.e., homogeneous LC generally yields polycrystalline silicon ͑poly-Si͒ films consisting of grains with sizes that are on the order of the film thickness, i.e., a few hundred nanometers. Such small sizes limit the performance of devices fabricated by LC. In a narrow processing window, called the superlateral growth ͑SLG͒ regime, much larger grains ͑up to 5 m for a starting film thickness of 100 nm͒ can be obtained as a result of near-total melting of the film and solidification parallel to the film surface. 2 However, these grains have widely varying sizes and therefore randomly located grain boundaries. The conventional wisdom is that this leads to highly nonuniform device characteristics.
Moreover, SLG occurs in such a narrow window of laser energies that reproducibility becomes a problem with present-day lasers.
Current research in LC is aimed at gaining control over the location and the size distribution of the grains. The basic idea is to fully melt the a-Si film in selected areas. The growth initiates at the interface between the fully molten and the remaining material; the heat-flow pattern resulting from the selective melting ensures that this growth proceeds laterally and in well-defined directions. Several such artificially controlled lateral growth ͑ACLG͒ procedures have been proposed recently. Kim and Im 5 used a photolithographically stripe-patterned SiO 2 anti-reflection coating to promote preferential heating in the material below the SiO 2 , enabling spatially selective melting. The same group combined beam shaping using masks and sample scanning to fabricate large areas of poly-Si with very large grains. 6 Sameshima used prepatterned a-Si films to achieve controlled lateral growth. 7 In earlier works, 8, 9 we demonstrated that ACLG of poly-Si can also be obtained by laser interference crystallization ͑LIC͒ 10,11 of a-Si thin films. This technique consists of bringing two ͑or more͒ pulsed laser beams to interference on the surface of the a-Si film, resulting in a sinusoidal spatial modulation of the light intensity. The lateral growth obtained by LIC results in large crystallites ͑lateral dimensions up to ϳ2 m͒ with a narrow size distribution and controlled grain boundary orientation. The process has several advantages: it does not require any patterning of the substrates or the use of imaging masks, and, in addition, it is compatible with conventional a-Si technology and can be performed in situ in an a-Si deposition system.
In this contribution, we present a detailed study of the dynamics of LC and LIC of a-Si films. In order to get a closer insight into the crystallization mechanism involved in LC and LIC, we performed numerical simulations of the crystallization based on the nonequilibrium melting and solidification model proposed by Wood and Geist. 12 This model yields the temporal and spatial distribution of the different silicon phases ͑i.e., amorphous, liquid, and polycrystalline silicon with small and large grains͒ during laser melting and subsequent cooling. We extended Wood and Geist's model, which was originally developed for conventional laser crystallization, in such a way that the in-plane melting and solidification occurring during LIC could be taken into account. The simulations were performed for a whole range of different laser pulse energies and grating periods. The lateral grain size distribution predicted for the LIC process was compared with experimental data obtained by optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, and transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒. In addition, by using the temperature dependent optical properties of the different silicon phases, the results of the simulation were used to calculate the reflection and transmission of the sample as a function of time during laser irradiation and subsequent cooling down. These calculations were compared to measurements of the time-resolved reflection ͑TRR͒ and time-resolved transmission ͑TRT͒ recorded during the exposure of a-Si films to pulses from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser ͑532 nm͒, both for LC and LIC, giving a direct assessment of the accuracy of our simulation model. This article is organized as follows. We start by describing the laser crystallization mechanism and the computer simulation model used to investigate the process ͑Sec. II͒. We then describe the sample characteristics and the relevant experimental details of our LIC setup in Sec. III. Laser crystallization using a single laser beam ͑homogeneous LC͒ and using interfering beams ͑LIC͒ are quite different from the point of view of the process dynamics ͑if one excepts the superlateral growth regime, which we did not consider here͒ and of the structural properties of the poly-Si silicon. Consequently, we found it convenient to separate the presentation of the results in Sec. IV in four parts. Subsection IV A summarizes the experimental results on the dynamics of the crystallization process and on the structural properties of the poly-Si films obtained by homogeneous LC. The experimental data are compared with simulation results using a onedimensional ͑1D͒ model. In subsection IV B we present the experimental results on LIC and compare them with the simulation results obtained using a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ crystallization model in subsection IV C. Recent LC and LIC results obtained while the sample was held in vacuum are discussed in subsection IV D. The main conclusions of this study are summarized in Sec. V.
II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE LASER CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESS
The laser crystallization of amorphous semiconductor involves two basic steps:
12 ͑i͒ the rapid melting of the amorphous film through absorption of the laser radiation, and ͑ii͒ the growth of polycrystalline grains from nucleation sites that may have either been present in the film prior to the exposure ͑and remained unaffected by it͒ or formed as the liquid cools down. Due to the very short time span (Ͻ100 ns͒ of the process, the phase transformations occurring during LC take place far from thermodynamic equilibrium, and involve large temperature gradients. This makes the simulation of laser-induced crystallization a rather complicated task. Moreover, the individual optical and thermal properties of the different phases of Si, which may be present simultaneously in the irradiated volume, have to be accounted for.
Different computer models have been developed for the laser crystallization process. Here, we will concentrate on the one developed by Wood and Geist ͑the LASER8 program 12 ͒, which we used in the simulation studies. For a detailed description of this model, we refer the reader to Ref. 12 . In this article, we will restrict ourselves to a short overview of the basic assumptions of the model and to the description of the modifications we implemented to allow the simulation of the LIC process.
A. One-dimensional simulation model of the homogeneous LC process
The homogeneous LC process can be simulated by a 1D model involving the solution of the heat flow equation for heat transfer perpendicular to the film surface (x direction͒. In the model developed by Wood and Geist, 12 the irradiated volume is divided into equally spaced slabs ͑thickness ⌬x) along x. The material in each slab can be in either one of the following phases: liquid (Tу1400°C͒, undercooled liquid (TϽ1400°C͒, amorphous, large and fine grain poly-Si, and combinations of solid and liquid phases. Transitions between these phases are governed by the local temperature and free energy of the slab under consideration, and also depend on its history and that of its neighbors. The latter feature enables the simulation of nucleation events and the distinction between, e.g., conditions for the growth of large and fine grained poly-Si. Fine grains originate from homogeneous nucleation events in the slab under consideration while large grains originate when a molten slab solidifies by growing off a neighboring slab that contains crystalline material ͑i.e., seeds͒, except for the case of explosive crystallization, where the melt front moves so fast that large grain growth is inhibited by the strong undercooling and subsequently high nucleation rate. Hence the absolute grain size can be correlated to the spatial density of nucleation sites in the melt. The temperature and enthalpy are obtained from the solution of the discretized heat flow equation. In the enthalpy formulation, this equation reads:
͑2.1͒
Here, h i (t) is the enthalpy of cell i at the discretized time t, is the density of the material, K i is the temperature dependent thermal conductivity, T i (t) is the temperature, and S i (t) is the heat source term that includes the absorption of the incident laser radiation.
Basically, at every time step ⌬t, the model calculates the temperature distribution of all slabs, taking the contribution of the laser pulse into account. It then keeps track of the phase changes and the release of latent heat in each slab by considering its temperature and comparing it with its neighbors using the state array matrix. This matrix contains the information of the phase diagram of the a-Si/c-Si/liquid-Si system and two timers. The first timer, t n , is used to simulate nucleation events. It is defined as the incubation time required for the appearance of nucleation sites in the undercooled melt and, therefore, corresponds to the inverse of the bulk nucleation rate. A necessary condition for nucleation is that the slab under consideration must contain undercooled liquid Si at a temperature lower than the so-called nucleation temperature T n . The second timer, t ec , takes into account the high growth rate involved in the explosive crystallization ͑EC͒ process. This process mainly occurs in the regions where the initial a-Si film only partially melts as a result of the laser irradiation, i.e., when the temperature gradients across the liquid/solid interface and the undercooling of the molten Si are extreme. A particular aspect of the EC crystallization process is that once nucleation sets in, the latent heat released during the nucleation is used to liquify the nearby a-Si, leading to the formation of a thin propagating l-Si layer below the liquid-solid interface of the primary melt. As a consequence of the strong undercooling, the EC growth rate (ϳ1/t ec ) is high and, as a result, the molten layer solidifies in the form of small Si crystallites. Latent heat is once again released, causing the underlying amorphous material to melt, thereby perpetuating the process. As a result, the molten layer propagates towards the substrate, leaving fine-grained Si in its wake ͑this aspect of EC is also implemented in the model͒. Due to the large thermal gradients and the strong undercooling, the velocity of this growth front is very high, explaining the necessity for a separate timer.
In order to adapt this model to our system some features not present in the original formulation 12 were added: ͑i͒ The optical properties of the different phases in which the Si is transformed during LC ͑see Table I͒ were taken into account in the determination of the absorption profile of the incident laser light. This requirement stems from the strong material dependence of the absorption at the Nd:YAG wavelength ( L ϭ532 nm͒: c-Si absorbs much less than a-Si, while the latter is about five times less than liquid Si. Also, the reflection losses at the surface sharply increase when the surface melts.
͑ii͒ The time dependence of the Nd:YAG laser intensity I L (t) was represented by a triangular function I L t with a full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 7 ns and a baseline of 14 ns.
͑iii͒ The substrate, as implemented in the program, was changed from crystalline Si to glass in order to adapt the model to the experimental situation. Si cannot grow epitaxially from glass, and the thermal conductivity of glass is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of c-Si. The thermal properties of the glass were taken from the manufacturer's data sheet. 13 It is assumed that the substrate does not undergo a phase transition during laser processing.
͑iv͒ The initial model, conceived for relatively long , R, and ␣ denote, respectively, the thermal conductivity, the specific heat, the density, and the reflection and absorption coefficients. If a temperature dependence is assumed for a given parameter, the functional behavior is mentioned in the footnotes below ͓in the temperature dependences expressed in the footnotes, the temperature ͑T͒ is assumed to be in K and the other quantities in the units specified in the table͔. 14 They reported a value cϭ2.6ϫ10 Ϫ4 W/cm K. Using the heat of evaporation per atomic layer, the heat loss endured by the sample in the course of a typical laser exposure corresponds to the evaporation of a Si layer with a thickness of about 10-20 nm. Note that other heat loss mechanisms are not compatible with the above results. The calculated radiative cooling, for instance, is 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than evaporative cooling. Conductive heat losses to the surrounding air are not compatible with the experiments conducted on samples held in vacuum ͑see Sec. IV D͒.
͑v͒ The model yields the composition and the temperature of each of the sublayers of the irradiated material at each simulation time step. In order to compare the simulated crystallization kinetics with time-resolved reflection ͑and transmission͒ measurements, the reflectance ͑or transmitance͒ for the whole structure was subsequently calculated at each time step by means of a transfer matrix formalism, using temperature dependent values for the dielectric function ⑀(T) of the different phases of Si ͑at P ϭ635 nm͒ extracted from Refs. 15-17. We will compare the calculations of the timedependent reflection and transmission of the samples with the experimental results in Sec. IV.
The material parameters and the reference sources are summarized in Table I . The simulations of the LC process were carried out by dividing the sample into sublayers of thicknesses ⌬xϭ10 nm. The heat flow in the x direction ͑perpendicular to the film surface͒ was considered down to thicknesses where no significant temperature change was observed. The time step ⌬t for the temporal discretization was 0.5ϫ10 Ϫ12 s, which is smaller than the stability criterion for this system.
B. Two-dimensional simulation model of the LIC process
LIC with two laser beams induces a temperature distribution in both the direction perpendicular to the film (x direction͒ and the direction along the plane of incidence of the laser beams (y direction͒. A 2D simulation of the crystallization process thus becomes necessary. Wood et al. 18 recently extended their 1D to a 2D geometry with cylindrical symmetry in order to simulate, e.g., a single nucleation event in bulk materials and inhomogeneous laser absorption resulting from localized defects. Gupta et al. 19 presented 2D calculations for a system in which a patterned SiO 2 antireflection coating is used to obtain a spatially modulated laser energy absorption along the a-Si film surface. The temperature distribution in this case is similar to that found during LIC. However, the model employed by these authors does not include the simulation of nucleation events since a c-Si instead of an a-Si film is assumed. Note that this may lead to significant deviations in the heat conductivity from the present experimental situation.
In order to simulate the LIC kinetics, we extended the 1D model described in the previous section ͑Sec. II A͒ to 2D calculations. The crystallization volume was discretized both in the x and the y directions ͑illustrated in Fig. 1͒ . The state array containing the state of each cell now becomes two dimensional. The 2D finite difference heat transport equation is given by
͑2.2͒
Here, i and j enumerates the cells in the x and y directions, respectively. Note that the changes in enthalpy, temperature,
Geometry of the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ simulation model. Due to the symmetry of the problem, the simulation of heat flows and phase transitions need to be carried out only between a maximum to a neighboring minimum of the interference pattern. The heat flow vanishes at yϭ0 and yϭM . I L denotes the laser pulse intensity and T the temperature. The film and the substrate were discretized in rectangular elements with area size equal to ⌬xϫ⌬y.
and phase of a cell (i, j) are now determined by the heat flux to and from its neighbors, (iϪ1,j), (iϩ1,j), (i, jϪ1), and (i, jϩ1), and by their phases. The same material parameters and nucleation rates as those used in the 1D case were applied to the 2D calculations. The latter were performed using finite elements with dimensions ⌬xϭ10 nm and ⌬yϭ50 nm. Due to the periodicity of the interference pattern, the discretization in the y direction can be restricted to a range equal to half the grating period, i.e., a length of P/2, as indicated in Fig. 1 .
III. EXPERIMENT
The starting a-Si films were deposited on glass substrates by low pressure chemical vapor deposition ͑LPCVD͒ from a Si 2 H 6 -He gas mixture at a pressure of 0.3 mbar and a temperature of 450°C. In all studies, films with a thickness of 300 nm were used. The hydrogen content in the samples (Ͻ1 at. %͒ is sufficiently low to avoid surface damage due to explosive hydrogen effusion during laser irradiation. 20 In the crystallization experiments we used single pulses ͑pulse width: 7 ns͒ from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser ( L ϭ532 nm͒. The incident laser intensity I L was adjusted by an attenuator consisting of a half-wavelength plate and a polarizer. The laser beam profile was homogenized after the attenuation by using a vacuum spatial filter. This yields a Gaussian beam with a diameter of 8 mm at the sample position. Most of the laser exposures were carried out in air and at room temperature. Some experiments were also performed on samples mounted in a vacuum chamber with antireflection-coated windows.
The LIC experiments were carried out by splitting the spatially filtered laser beam into two beams of equal intensity. A sinusoidal intensity profile of period P was then obtained by bringing these two beams to interference on the film surface. The difference in the optical path length of the two beams was kept below the coherence length of the laser (ϳ1 cm͒. The grating period is related to the laser wavelength and to the incident angle ␣ by Pϭ L /2 sin ␣. For appropriate beam intensities, the a-Si film melts and crystallizes only around the interference maxima. The structural properties of the laser crystallized samples were analyzed using AFM and TEM.
The TRR and TRT measurements that we used to monitor the dynamics of the crystallization process were performed by irradiating the center of the area exposed to the pulsed Nd:YAG beam with a probe beam provided by a cw AlGaInP laser diode ( P ϭ635 nm, spot size ϳ1 mm͒. The angle of incidence of this beam was 67.5°for TRR and 50°f or TRT. The reflected ͑or transmitted͒ light was detected by a fast silicon photo-diode ͑response time ϳ1 ns͒ connected to a digitizing oscilloscope ͑HP 54522A͒, allowing us to measure the time-resolved reflection and transmission during and after the Nd:YAG pulse.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Homogeneous crystallization
In homogeneous crystallization the films are irradiated with a single Nd:YAG laser beam with a diameter of 8 mm, which is much larger than the film thickness ͑300 nm͒. The net lateral heat flow ͑i.e., parallel to the film surface͒ induced by laser absorption is thus negligible in comparison with the vertical one ͑except in a small region near the edge of the irradiated spot͒. The crystallization process is largely one dimensional, and the film properties show a significant variation only in the vertical direction. The various phases along the vertical direction have different ͑temperature dependent͒ optical properties. The TRR and TRT are suitable tools for probing this phase ͑and temperature͒ distribution. In particular, we shall see that interference effects in the probing light due to reflection at the interfaces between the phases can be used to estimate the propagation velocity of planar melt fronts.
Crystallization threshold
The dynamics of the LC process for laser energies close to the crystallization threshold is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The solid lines in this figure display TRR profiles recorded with pulse energies slightly below ͓90 mJ/cm 2 , Fig. 2͑b͔͒ and slightly above ͓120 mJ/cm 2 , Fig. 2͑a͔͒ the crystallization threshold of ϳ100 mJ/cm 2 . The duration of the laser pulse is indicated in the lower part of the diagram. In each case, the reflectivity initially increases due to the formation of a liquid and ͑b͒ 120 mJ/cm 2 . These two pulse energies are, respectively, just below and just above the crystallization threshold of ϳ90 mJ/cm 2 . The initial TRR peak signalizes the melting of the sample surface. At 90 mJ/cm 2 , the sample resolidifies after 20 ns without crystallizing, as confirmed by the fact that initial and final reflection levels in ͑a͒ are equal. The additional peak at 35 ns in ͑b͒ results from interference between the reflection from the surface an that of a propagating explosive crystallization front. The dashed lines display calculated TRR traces. The polarization of the probe beam was at an angle of 52°between the s and p directions.
Si layer with metal-like reflection properties on the film surface. 17, 21 As will be shown in detail below, the ratio of the reflectivity at the maximum of the peak and the initial reflectivity value corresponds to the value expected from the optical properties of amorphous and liquid silicon. After the laser pulse, the material cools down and the reflectivity decreases. The final value of the reflectivity depends on whether the material crystallizes or not. For a pulse energy of 90 mJ/cm 2 the reflectivity returns to its initial value after the exposure, indicating that the film did not crystallize, even though its surface melted during laser irradiation. The amorphous nature of the film after irradiation was confirmed by the absence of the characteristic c-Si line ͑at ϳ520 cm Ϫ1 ) in the Raman spectrum. When the pulse energy increases to 120 mJ/cm 2 ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒, the width of the reflectivity peak increases by ϳ10% and the final value of the reflectivity becomes lower than the initial one. In addition, the line characteristic of crystalline silicon appears in the Raman spectrum of the irradiated sample. These results point toward the crystallization of the top surface layer.
The experiments described in the previous paragraph demonstrate that melting of the a-Si film following the absorption of the laser light does not automatically lead to crystallization. The as-deposited disilane-LPCVD a-Si material contains few very small crystallites ͑10 nm in diameter͒, at a volume density of about 10 15 /cm 3 . 22 These crystallites may act as seeds for the epitaxial growth in the undercooled melt without nucleation, thereby modifying the melting and solidification scenarios. Oswald, 22 however, showed through TEM investigations that these crystallites do not act as nucleation centers during the thermal crystallization of the material. The same seems to occur in the laser crystallization experiments described here, since the melting of the material does not necessarily lead to its crystallization ͑we note, however, that the situation may change if a different laser pulse duration is used͒. As a result, nucleation centers have to first form spontaneously in the cooling liquid Si in order for crystallization to occur. As discussed above, nucleation can only take place if and when the molten Si remains below the nucleation temperature T n for a time longer that the nucleation time, t n . Otherwise, the material solidifies in the amorphous phase. The nucleation time t n can be estimated from the comparison of the width of the main peak in the TRR curves recorded at 90 mJ/cm 2 ͑where melting, but no crystallization, and thus no nucleation took place͒ and 120 mJ/cm 2 ͑where crystallization, and thus nucleation, occurred͒. This yields a t n between 15 and 25 ns.
Explosive crystallization is very likely to occur in the low pulse energy regime, where the a-Si film only partially melts, such as is the case for a pulse energy of 120 mJ/cm 2 . As we saw in Sec. II A, EC is characterized by a thin molten layer that propagates very rapidly toward the substrate and produces fine-grained Si. This process is reflected in the TRR curves measured at 120 mJ/cm 2 as a small peak at 35 ns. We namely attribute this peak to constructive interference between the probing light reflected at the surface of the crystallized film and that reflected at the interface with the molten EC front. Assuming a refractive index nϳ4 for the crystallized layer generated by EC, the occurrence of constructive interference indicates that the EC front is at ϳ P /(2n)ϭ80 nm below the surface at tϭ35 ns after the laser pulse. Using the temperature dependence of the optical properties of the irradiated material, an EC front velocity will be calculated based on the numerical simulations ͑see Sec. IV A 3͒.
Higher pulse energies
With increasing laser pulse energies, the duration of the TRR transient increases up to 30 ns, indicating that the surface remains molten for a longer time. The interference peak stays at the same position in time but slowly disappears in the tail of the main reflection transient. For pulse energies above 300 mJ/cm 2 ͓see Fig. 3͑a͒ for I L ϭ370 mJ/cm 2 ] the shape of the main transient changes and a broad oscillation appears with a maximum at ϳ150 ns after the laser pulse. The different absolute reflectivities in Figs. 2 and 3͑a͒ are due to the different polarization of the probe beam as indicated in the figures. The transmission ͑TRT͒ profile of the same sample ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ shows that the sample remains opaque up to 140 ns. From these observations, we conclude that even after the surface has resolidified, part of the film is still molten. The broad hump occurring after the main peak in the TRR trace results from the constructive interference between the laser diode beam reflected at the liquid/solid interface and that reflected at the surface of the sample. The liquid layer is also responsible for the low transmission value, since molten Si has both a high reflection and a low FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Transient reflection and ͑b͒ transmission profiles recorded during homogeneous laser exposure of a 300 nm a-Si film using a laser pulse of 370 mJ/cm 2 . The broad oscillations in ͑a͒ after the initial reflection peak are attributed to interference effects due to the presence of a buried liquid layer. This opaque layer is responsible for the low transmission for tϽ200 ns. The probe beam was s polarized.
transmission coefficient (␣ l ϭ10 6 cm Ϫ1 ). The fact that the transmission vanishes for tϽ140 ns actually implies that the molten layer is thicker than 40 nm in that time interval. Finally, note that the buried layer cannot consist of poly-Si, since in that case, the low transmission values would imply thicknesses in excess of the actual film thickness. Figure 4 displays results of simulations of the homogeneous LC process, based on the 1D melting and solidification model, for laser energies corresponding to the TRR spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . Each diagram displays the phase distribution in the Si film ͑vertical coordinate͒ as a function of time ͑horizontal coordinate͒. In order to simplify the diagram, 23 five of the phases among which the model differentiates, namely the liquid state ͑i.e., Tу1400°CϭT cϪSi ), the undercooled liquid (TϽT cϪSi ), the mixed liquidamorphous, the mixed liquid-crystalline, and the mixed liquid-polycrystalline phases, were all grouped under the liquid denomination ͑see Sec. II͒. The TRR and TRT calculated from these state diagrams are displayed as dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3 . The best fit to the experimental profiles was obtained with the following timer values: t n ϭ16 ns ͑falls in the interval estimated from the width of the peaks in the TRR traces, i.e., from 15 to 25 ns͒ and t ec ϭ1.6 ns.
Numerical simulations
The state diagram for a pulse energy of I L ϭ90 mJ/cm 2 ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ shows that a 30 nm thick surface layer melts 5 ns after the onset of the laser pulse. The temperature conditions in the molten regions are such that nucleation does not occur and the melt resolidifies without crystallizing. The TRR trace determined from the phase composition profile ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ matches the experimental result ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ quite well. For I L ϭ120 mJ/cm 2 ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒, a ϳ50 nm a-Si layer is melted and EC occurs, triggered by a nucleation event taking place at tϭ24 ns. The thin liquid layer associated with the EC propagates into the amorphous material with a velocity of 6 m/s down to a depth of 120 nm below the surface, resulting in a fine-grained poly-Si film. The calculated and measured TRR traces ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ are again in good agreement. In particular, the simulation reproduces the peak at 35 ns, arising from the constructive interference between the light reflected from the surface of the crystallized film and that reflected from the propagating liquid layer associated with EC, which occurs when the latter reaches a depth of ϳ80 nm below the surface. This indicates that the value we used for t ec is a reasonable estimate for the EC rate in our material.
Notice that the crystallization threshold energy and kinetics of the crystallization process are also matched quite well by the simulation. For high pulse energy the simulated depth profile shows a more complicated behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 4͑c͒ for a pulse energy of 370 mJ/cm 2 . The material in this case melts down to a depth of 200 nm. Nucleation, starting 30 ns after the laser pulse, occurs simultaneously at different depths and triggers multiple growth fronts. The first nucleation event occurs at the amorphous/liquid interface, and initiates an EC front propagating down to the substrate. The second event starts at a depth xϭ100 nm and a third one occurs near the surface. As a consequence of the low thermal conductivity of the glass and the latent heat generated during the crystallization of the deeper layer, the material near the surface remains liquid for relatively long times ͑up to 200 ns͒. The maximum in the TRR trace ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ at 150 ns arises from constructive interference between the reflection from the surface and that from the topmost liquid layer, when the latter reaches a depth of 80 nm. Note that this layer moves downwards rather slowly (ϳ1 m/s͒. The presence of the highly opaque liquid layer is further confirmed by the fact that the transmission remains low until up to 200 ns after the laser pulse, as indicated in the calculated and measured TRT traces ͓Fig. 3͑b͒, Sec. IV͔. We checked that the results of the simulations in Fig. 4͑c͒ are stable under variation of the time step ⌬t, thus indicating that the complicated crystallization process is not an artifact of the simulations conditions.
B. Laser interference crystallization: Experiments
In this section, we present experimental results on the dynamics of the laser interference crystallization process. We fabricated poly-Si line gratings with a period of 5 m using laser pulse energies of 200 and 400 mJ/cm 2 and gratings with a period of 12 m with a pulse energy of 400 mJ/cm 2 . A detailed discussion of the crystalline properties and internal stresses of these structures can be found in Ref. 8.
Low energy regime-vertical growth
A typical TRR trace recorded during the fabrication of a 5 m grating by LIC using a pulse energy of 200 mJ/cm 2 ͑i.e., 100 mJ/cm 2 per beam͒ is illustrated in Fig. 5͑a͒ . This trace exhibits clear differences from those recorded during homogeneous LC ͑see Figs. 2 and 3͒. It is characterized by two distinct features. The first one, a fast increase in the   FIG. 4 . Computer simulations of the homogeneous laser crystallization process for laser pulse energies of ͑a͒ 90 mJ/cm 2 , ͑b͒ 120 mJ/cm 2 , and ͑c͒ 370 mJ/cm 2 . Each diagram shows the depth composition of the sample ͑vertical axis͒ as a function of time ͑horizontal axis͒. The different phases of silicon are represented by the different greyscales indicated in the legend. The simulation in ͑a͒ shows that the sample surface melts during the laser pulse but reamorphizes upon cooling. In ͑b͒ nucleation occurs, triggering an explosive crystallization front that propagates towards the substrate. For higher energies ͓͑c͒ 370 mJ/cm 2 ], multiple nucleation events lead to a complex crystallization behavior. reflection followed by a fast decay, has a width of about 20 ns. This peak is similar to those observed in the TRR traces recorded during homogeneous LC ͑Figs. 2 and 3͒; it is attributed to the presence of liquid Si, which is highly reflective at the surface of the sample. Notice, however, that the peak is less intense than for the LC case ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . This is due to the fact that, as a consequence of the spatial variation of the temperature profile ͑i.e., the sinusoidal light intensity grating͒ imposed on the sample, only a fraction of its surface melts. 20 This fraction can be estimated from the ratio of the amplitude of the peak measured during LIC and that of the peak measured during homogeneous LC. 20 For the present case, this comparison implies that 70% of the film surface melts upon laser exposure. 50 ns after the pulse, only 34% of the sample is still molten. At this point, the second characteristic feature, a slow decay of the reflectivity lasting for about 200 ns, sets in. A TRR decay pattern consisting of two transients has also been observed by Kim et al., 24 mainly for high pulse energies. They attributed the second, slower transient to the lateral growth mechanism. We saw this behavior for all energies in LIC. Only the reflectivity value at which the slow decay sets in seems to decrease with decreasing energy. Figure 6 displays the AFM profile of the sample irradiated with 200 mJ/cm 2 . The crystallized lines are about 3 m wide and surrounded by fine grained material ͑labeled B͒ and by the remaining a-Si ͑region A͒. The size of the grains increases towards the center of the lines, where they reach diameters of ϳ300 nm. The surface roughness also increases toward the center of the line. This indicates that the density of nucleation centers decreases toward the center of the line, where the material remains liquid for a longer time. The elevated structures in the center of the line ͑region D͒ have been reported in previous works on lateral growth. Such protrusions are attributed to the volume expansion of the residual liquid Si pushed along by the propagating growth fronts, 8, 24, 25 since the density of the solid Si is 10% lower than that of liquid Si. This effect is even more pronounced for higher energies, as will be discussed in Sec. IV B 2.
High energy regime-lateral growth
For higher laser pulse energies ͓400 mJ/cm 2 , i.e., 200 mJ/cm 2 per beam, period Pϭ5 m, see Fig. 5͑a͔͒ the TRR trace again shows the characteristic LIC behavior with two transients. The second transient, however, is now more pronounced and lasts longer (ϳ300 ns͒ than for lower energies. From the amplitude of the first transient, we estimate that 84% of the surface melts during the laser pulse. After 45 ns, when the slope of the TRR changes, 60% of the surface is still liquid. Figure 7 show plane view TEM images in bright ͑upper panel͒ and in dark field ͑lower panel͒ of a grating made at 400 mJ/cm 2 with Pϭ5 m. An AFM micrograph of the the same grating together with an enlargenment of Fig. 7 ͑upper panel͒ are displayed in Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ , respectively. The bright field images were taken under multibeam conditions with the incident beam parallel to the ͓111͔-zone axis. Consequently the triangular shaped 111-orientated grains appear black. The dark field image ͓Fig. 7͑lower panel͔͒ was recorded using beams from the inner ͑111͒ ring of a ring diffraction pattern for imaging. The ring pattern was obtained 2 ͑Fig. 6͒ shows that the microstructure of the lines changes quite dramatically when the pulse energy is increased. At 400 mJ/cm 2 , the line consists of two main regions with different structural characteristics. On the very edge of the line, a narrow stripe ͑width Ϸ280 nm͒ consisting of very small Si grains can be distinguished ͑region B in Fig. 8͒ . The most striking feature of the TEM image, however, are the long grains that almost occupy the entire width of the line ͓region C in Fig. 8͑b͔͒ . A large part of those grains extend from the small-grained region at either edge to the middle of the line, reaching lengths up to 1.7 m ͑although some smaller grains are visible at the interface between regions B and C͒, indicating that a substantial lateral growth has occurred. Moreover, the boundaries of the largest grains clearly show a preferential orientation, which is approximately perpendicular to the lines. Electron diffraction measurements during TEM identified the main growth directions as ͓110͔ and ͓112͔.
AFM measurements on a line in the high energy LIC grating ͓see Fig. 8͑a͔͒ confirm the conclusions drawn from the TEM image and reveal protrusions at the center of the line similar to those reported in Sec. IV B 1. The protrusions now reach heights of up to 500 nm ͓note that the AFM signal saturates for heights above 150 nm, see caption of Fig. 8͑a͔͒. 
Larger linewidths
The width of the lines in an LIC grating can be increased by increasing the period of the interference grating ͑this is done by decreasing the angle of incidence of the interfering laser beams͒, while keeping the pulse energy constant. The AFM image of a line in a LIC grating with a period of 12 m, once again fabricated with a pulse energy of 400 mJ/cm 2 , is displayed in Fig. 9͑a͒ ͓an enhanced portion of this micrograph is shown in Fig. 9͑b͔͒ . The material structure close to the edge of the crystallized regions is similar to that observed for the 5 m grating shown in Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒: an amorphous region ͑indicated as A͒, a region containing small grains ͑B͒, and a region containing larger grains ͑C͒, with sizes from 0.5 to 1 m, can be distinguished. The grains in C do not have such a clear preferential orientation as those in the short period gratings, and their shape appears to be rather spherical. Obviously, the increase in the period leads to significant changes in the microstructure close to the center of the crystallized area. For large period gratings, two protruding lines ͑instead of one in the 5 m period case͒, separated by 3.5 m, can be observed at either side of the center of the line ͓labeled D in Fig. 9͑b͔͒ . The most striking difference between the microstructure of the 12 m lines and that of the 5 m lines, however, is the film structure at the center of the line. In between the two protrusions, we observed small, round grains ͑0.2-0.3 m͒ ͓region E in Fig.  9͑b͔͒ , indicating that homogeneous bulk nucleation took place in this region, independently from the growth in regions B and C.
The TRR trace ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒ for the 12 m grating is similar to that for the 5 m period grating. Initially, the reflectivity increases to a value equivalent to a fraction of molten Si at the surface of 86%. After 30-40 ns the fraction of molten Si drops to 50%, whereafter the signal starts decreasing more slowly until it reaches a constant value at ϳ350 ns.
C. Laser interference crystallization: simulation results and discussions
In order to simulate the LIC process, we used the 2D simulation model presented in Sec. II. From the simulated LIC dynamics, TRR traces were calculated and compared with the experimental results presented in Sec. IV B. Parallels between the experimental information gained from AFM and TEM and the simulation results are discussed in this section. Figure 10 displays simulated composition profiles calculated for a grating with a period of 5 m fabricated with a laser pulse intensity of 200 mJ/cm 2 ͑100 mJ/cm 2 per interfering beam͒ in a 300 nm a-Si sample on glass. The simulation results are shown for 4 distinct times ͓Figs. 10͑a͒-10͑d͔͒ after the onset of the laser pulse. Each diagram displays the phase composition of a cross-section of a line segment corresponding to a half period of the interference profile, as indicated in Fig. 1 .
Low energy regime-Vertical growth
Immediately after the laser pulse ͓at tϭ14 ns, Fig.  10͑a͔͒ , the molten region has the form of a line with a width of 3.8 m ͑two times 1.9 m͒. The depth of this region increases toward its center, where it reaches a maximum of 200 nm ͑note that the interference maximum is located at y ϭ0; see Fig. 1͒ . Therefore, about 76% of the surface liquefies. After the pulse, the liquid starts to cool down until nucleation sets in. The cooling is the fastest near the edges of the line, where the thickness of the molten layer is the smallest: in these regions the material reamorphizes upon solidification, since it cannot stay undercooled long enough for nucleation to occur. This causes the reflectivity to drop to 64%. After 32 ns ͓Fig. 10͑b͔͒, nucleation events occur all along the solid/liquid interface, triggering an EC front that leaves fine grains in its wake and reaches the substrate between tϭ32 ns ͓Fig. 10͑b͔͒ and tϭ54 ns ͓Fig. 10͑c͔͒. In the same time interval, nucleation takes place at different points in the cooling liquid Si region, leading to the formation of fine grains. At tϭ54 ns ͓Fig. 10͑c͔͒, the crystallization is completed everywhere except at the very center of the line, where the crystalline clusters are still surrounded by liquid material and can thus grow further. After 150 ns, the solidification process is completed and 3 m wide lines, mainly consisting of small grains, have been formed ͓Fig. 10͑d͔͒. This result is in good agreement with the morphology of an actual line fabricated under the conditions assumed in the simulation: as is seen in the AFM image shown in Fig. 6 , the crystallized region is indeed 3 m wide and mainly made up of small grains. The very fine grains at the edge of the line ͑region B of Fig. 6͒ stem from EC, which, as confirmed by the simulation, occurs in the initial phase of the crystallization process. Finally, the expansion of the liquid material, shown in the simulations to be still present at the center of the line while the crystallization is already completed in the surrounding material ͓see Fig. 10͑c͔͒ , leads to the formation of hillocks, as we observed experimentally ͑see region D of Fig. 6͒ .
The determination of the reflection properties of the 2D structures such as those shown in Fig. 10 is quite involved and requires complex numerical techniques. We simplified the problem by taking into account only the composition of the topmost surface cells. This assumption provides a reasonable first order approximation in this case, since the reflectivity is mainly determined by the fraction of highly reflecting ͑and absorbing͒ liquid material at the surface. The reflectivity was then calculated by using an effective value for the dielectric constant of the surface layer equal to the average of the different phases present on the surface. The calculated reflection values for the different time steps in Fig. 10 are shown as rectangles in Fig. 5͑a͒ : they are in good agreement with the experimental TRR traces, thereby providing a validity check for the simulation results.
Finally, it is interesting to note that although the molten Si line obtained just after the absorption of the laser light ͓i.e., at 14 ns, see Fig. 10͑a͔͒ is wider near the surface than near the substrate, after the crystallization the interface between the crystallized material and the adjacent a-Si becomes practically perpendicular to the substrate, i.e., the width of the lines near the substrate is now the same as that near the surface. AFM measurements performed on samples that were annealed under similar conditions as those assumed in the present simulation and on which the amorphous material was selectively etched away confirm that this is indeed the case. 26 Note that according to the simulations this rectangular shape arises from the lateral movement of the explosive crystallization front.
High energy regime-Lateral growth
The simulations show that a new growth regime sets in when the laser intensity is increased to 400 mJ/cm 2 , while the line period is kept the same as in the previous case ͑i.e., 5 m͒. Figure 11 shows six different time steps in the development of the LIC process under these conditions. After the laser pulse (tϭ14 ns͒, a 4 m wide line, centered around the interference maximum, has melted down to the substrate ͓Fig. 11͑a͔͒. The temperature of most of this liquid material is, at that point in time, well above the melting temperature of Si. Upon cooling ͑between tϭ14 ns and tϭ50 ns͒, the region near the liquid/solid interface reaches temperatures at which nucleation events are likely to take place. At tϭ50 ns, nucleation has indeed occurred, triggering an EC front which propagates into the solid a-Si, similar to what was observed previously for exposure with a 200 mJ/cm 2 pulse ͑see Fig.  10͒ .
In contrast to the lines fabricated at 200 mJ/cm 2 , the simulations for high pulse energies suggest that most of the irradiated material remains molten during the EC process ͓Figs. 11͑b͒ and 11͑c͔͒. The fine grains that the EC has generated at the edges of the line can thus serve as a template for the growth from the liquid Si in the center of the line. The solidification will, therefore, mainly take place from the edges to the center of the line, i.e., laterally. Figure 11͑b͒ shows that this solidification starts out as a tip, protruding into the molten material at a depth of about 200 nm below the surface ͑a smaller protrusion can also be seen near the surface͒. The reason why the liquid/crystallized Si interface shows this protrusion is that the material on the bottom cools down slower than the rest ͑since the substrate has a low thermal conductivity͒ combined with the fact that the initial solid/liquid interface is slanted ͑i.e., not perpendicular to the substrate͒. As a result, the temperature distribution along the liquid/solid interface has a minimum at 200 nm below the surface. This is confirmed by the simulations of the cross section at a time just before the appearance of the tip. Once the protrusion has formed, it continues to grow rapidly because its geometry allows for a very efficient heat transfer ͑the effective ''heat exchange surface'' is larger than for a planar interface͒. Indeed, after tϭ80 ns ͓Fig. 11͑c͔͒, the tip has evolved into a 60 nm thick, finger shaped solidification front. This front propagates with a very high velocity ͑14 m/s͒ toward the center of the line, while, at the same time, it expands vertically at a slower pace, gradually smoothing out the front. Note, however, that thermodynamical curvature effects, which tend to even out protrusions in the liquid/solid interface in order to minimize the surface tension, are not explicitly implemented in our model. When the front reaches the center of the line, it impinges with its counterpart, i.e., the front that has started from the other side of the line and grows in the opposite direction ͓Fig. 11͑c͔͒. After this, solidification mainly takes place vertically, at a much lower rate ͑0.5 m/s͒ ͓compare Fig. 11͑d͒ with 11͑e͔͒ . The evolution of the simulated crystallization process from tϭ140 ns to tϭ311 ns ͓Figs. 11͑d͒, 11͑e͒, and 11͑f͔͒ once again points to the quenching of residual liquid Si squeezed between the growth fronts propagating from either side of the line as the origin of the protrusions observed in the corresponding AFM scan ͓see Fig. 8͑b͔͒ , in accordance with the discussion in Sec. IV B 2.
The simulations yield an overall microstructure which is in good agreement with the experimentally determined morphology of the line, shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ . Specifically, in both cases, a narrow region of fine-grained Si is observed at the edge of the lines ͓region B in Fig. 8͑a͔͒ , which, according to the simulations, acts as a seeding layer for the growth of the large grains seen in the middle of the line in both the TEM measurements ͓region B in Fig. 8͑a͔͒ and in the simulation profiles. This implies that the simulations give a plausible illustration of the lateral growth process occurring in LIC.
The lateral growth velocity obtained from the simulations ͑14 m/s͒ is high, in agreement with previous studies. 19, 24 Despite the fact that this growth velocity is close to the amorphization limit, 7, 17, 27 the quality of the material in the lines is very good, as the TEM data show.
The reflection calculated from the data in Fig. 11 following the procedure described in Sec. IV C 1 matches the TRR trace measured for 400 mJ/cm 2 well ͓see symbols in Fig.  5͑a͔͒ , confirming the good agreement of experimental and simulation dynamics.
Larger line periods
When the grating period is increased from 5 m to 12 m while the laser energy is kept the same as in the previous case ͑400 mJ/cm 2 ), the simulations indicate that there is a limit to the size of the grains resulting from the lateral growth taking place during LIC. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 12 . The absorption of the laser light initially leads to the melting of a line with a width of 10 m at the surface of the film ͓Fig. 12͑a͔͒. As this material cools down, nucleation once again occurs at the liquid/solid interface, triggering EC at the edges of the molten line. After 75 ns ͓Fig. 12͑b͔͒, a thin crystallization front propagating laterally towards the center of the line, similar to the one observed previously, has developed at a depth of 250 nm. Another such front can be observed near the surface of the film.
In contrast to the results obtained for the narrow lines discussed in the previous subsection ͑but not unlike the low energy case͒, additional nucleation events occur at the center of the line ͓see Fig. 12͑c͒ for tϭ120 ns͔, leading to the growth of small grains. Due to the high thermal conductivity of liquid silicon as compared to that of the amorphous phase and that of the glass substrate, the temperature distribution in the liquid is leveled off within a few nanoseconds after the laser pulse. After that, the temperature distribution in the molten Si line is determined by lateral and vertical heat conduction and by the heat of crystallization released at the growth fronts propagating laterally from both edges of the line. In the case of the short period gratings ͑5 m͒, the lateral growth velocity is sufficiently high for the fronts to reach the center of the line ͑and heat the liquid there͒ before nucleation events can occur. For the 12 m grating, the growth fronts have to travel over a much larger distances and the heating due to the released crystallization heat is less effective. As a result, the material in the center of the lines undercools and homogeneous nucleation events take place. In addition, the heat released by these nucleation events slows down the initial lateral growth fronts originating from the sides ͓see Fig. 12͑d͔͒ . Note that the heat loss from the surface strongly influences the cooling rate at the center of the line, and is therefore crucial in determining the occurrence of nucleation events in this area.
The comparison between the simulation results and the AFM measurements performed on the corresponding line ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒ shows that this ''central nucleation'' is indeed a realistic aspect of the simulations, since an area consisting of small grains, originating from these nucleation events, is actually observed at the center of the laser crystallized line ͓region E in Fig. 9͑b͔͒ . The simulation also reproduces other aspects of the growth occurring in this wide line, namely the EC leading to small grains at the edge of the line ͑region B͒ and the lateral growth, which results in the formation of the larger grains seen in region C. The evolution of the LIC process from tϭ120 ns ͓Fig. 12͑a͔͒ to tϭ180 ns ͓Fig. 12͑a͔͒ once again indicates that the quenching of the residual liquid material will lead to protrusions. However, in this case, due to the nucleation events occurring at the center of the line, material located away from the center, at a distance of about 1.5 m from it, can stay molten longer. The simulations thus indicate that we will now have two protrusions, symmetrically positioned with respect to the center of the line. This is in very good agreement with the position of the hillocks observed in the AFM measurements on the corresponding sample, labeled D in Fig. 9͑b͒ . Finally, the time scale of the reflection calculated from our simulations also matches that of the measured TRR quite well for this case ͓see cycles in Fig. 5͑a͔͒ .
D. LC and LIC in vacuum ambient
The same experiments as those described in Secs. IV A and IV B were also conducted on samples held in vacuum. This was done by using a vacuum chamber evacuated to a pressure of 10 Ϫ5 mbar. All other system parameters remained unchanged.
The line shape of the TRR traces do not vary significantly from the ones obtained on samples held in air, the only striking feature being the increase in overall reflectivity by 10% to 15%. Also, AFM scans of a samples crystallized in vacuum show a smoother surface morphology than those crystallized in air, which can partially account for the higher reflection coefficients. The good agreement between the calculated and measured reflection transients in the previous sections is attributed to the fact that the values for the dielectric constant of molten silicon used in the reflection calculations ͑from Ref. 15͒ were apparently obtained from laser irradiation experiments performed under ambient conditions.
Since we argued that the heat loss from the sample surface is caused by evaporative cooling during LC and LIC, the differences in the reflection coefficient may also arise from the fact that, when the samples are crystallized in air, a cloud of vaporized Si can build up above the surface, effectively reducing the transmitted probe intensity due to absorption. It is known that the ambient pressure directly influences the density and local distribution, and hence the optical properties of such a gas cloud. 28 Further experiments are planned to quantify these aspects of the process dynamics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Structural investigations, done by TEM and AFM reveal that laser-interference crystallization of thin amorphous silicon films grown on glass results in poly-Si lines consisting of long grains which have grown from the edges of the lines towards their middle. To investigate the mechanisms of this lateral growth, we investigated the dynamics of the crystallization process by combining time-resolved reflection measurements with numerical simulations of the evolution of the temperature and phase distribution as a function of time during crystallization. These simulations are based on a finite elements calculation of the heat transport both in the plane of the film ͑in the lateral direction, i.e., perpendicular to the lines͒ and perpendicular to the plane of the film ͑i.e., in the vertical direction͒. Phase transitions are simulated in accordance with the phase diagram of silicon and, when applicable, incubation times ͑as in the case of homogeneous nucleation͒. The model also differentiates between fine grains, which result from homogeneous nucleation and explosive crystallization, and large grains originating from ''seeded'' growth. Finally, heat losses from the sample surface by evaporative cooling, which has been found to play a significant role in the solidification process, are also included in our model.
Using a 1D version of the program to simulate homogeneous laser crystallization as a preliminary test revealed that two mechanisms play a predominant role in the laserinduced melt and solidification process: 12 at low pulse energies, explosive crystallization, characterized by a fast moving melt front leaving fine grains in its wake, is dominant, while at higher pulse energies, the solidification of molten Si by growth from seed layers ͑resulting from explosive crystallization͒ becomes important. Note that all 1D simulations ͑as well as all homogenous crystallization experiments͒ correspond to partial melting of the films. Therefore, phenomena such as superlateral growth and homogeneous nucleation have not been considered in the case of single beam exposure. The simulated temperature and phase versus time data were transformed to time dependencies of the reflection and transmission of the irradiated system using a transfer matrix approach and compared to time-resolved reflection and transmission measurements. The agreement is good; in particular, the crystallization threshold and interference effects arising from advancing growth fronts are well reproduced by the calculations.
Application of the computer program to the simulation of the laser interference crystallization process revealed that the lateral grain growth obtained with this technique is the result of the total melting of the amorphous film over a spatially limited area, corresponding to the regions ͑lines͒ around the interference maxima. This results in small grains, generated by explosive crystallization, at the edges of the line. As time progresses, the molten material solidifies by growing from these small grains. This growth front starts off as a tip-shaped protuberance in the liquid, propagating laterally toward the middle of the line at a high velocity ͑14 m/s͒ while simultaneously expanding vertically and smoothing out at a slower rate. Our simulations show that when the laser energy is insufficient to melt the film completely, no lateral growth occurs. Similarly, when the molten regions are very wide, the liquid Si in the middle of the lines has time to undercool enough in order for homogeneous nucleation, and hence fine grain growth, to occur before the lateral growth fronts can reach this area. These results are in very good agreement with the structural analysis of lines fabricated at different energies and/or different with different periods. The simulations also fairly accurately predict the locations of the protrusions, seen in AFM, resulting from the impingement of lateral growth fronts with one another or with an already crystallized region. Moreover, the simulated data, when properly transformed, agree well with transient optical measurements performed during laser interference crystallization.
In conclusion, we have shown that the model gives an accurate description of the melting and solidification mechanisms leading to the large lateral grain growth occurring in laser interference crystallization of a-Si films.
